
THE RUSHMORE STRATEGY TO SAVE AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 

 

Why to Read this Book 

Rushmore's Guiding Light: America's Presidents Point Path 
Through Polarizing Darkness 

America’s Democracy is under severe threat. The vision of our Founding Fathers is being buried 

under the threat of authoritarians who would strangle our nation’s precious freedoms. This book 

provides a bold, insightful strategy to address the alarming declines in trust and unity currently 

threatening American liberty. It outlines a practical vision championed by past enlightened 

leaders like the Rushmore presidents to restore confidence, social cohesion, and collaborative 

progress essential for the nation's future. The year 2024 is a critical turning point in American 

history. We must act now or sacrifice over two centuries of fighting to preserve our freedoms. 

Our Mission and Purpose 

Blueprint to Save Democracy Before the Center Crumbles 

The book's central mission is to revive the ideals of the Founding Fathers in a trustworthy, 

collaborative democracy as the catalyst for healing divisions and engineering a paradigm shift 

toward shared innovation, aligned values and trust in institutions. Using the words of our four 

greatest presidents, its purpose is to equip citizens and leaders to build a bold new future, 

avoiding a collapse into authoritarian darkness. The Rushmore Strategy outlines how we can win 

the battle between good and evil unfolding in 2024 and beyond. 

Architecting a Democracy that Works: Rushmore Wisdom for Modern Times 

America stands at an ominous crossroads. Authoritarians, in their unconscionable thirst for 

power, are dividing our nation, polarizing our people. Trust in core institutions has cratered, 

while polarization tears communities apart, leaving democracy imperiled. Angry citizens grasp 

for simplistic solutions pitched by digital demagogues and conspiracy mongers. Negativity and 

cynicism reigns, as reason itself faces assault amid truth decay. Our youth are despondent, seeing 

little hope for their future. 



Yet glimmers of Hope Persist and an  
Action Plan Emerges in Rediscovered Wisdom 

The Rushmore Strategy charts a bold path forward by channeling advice from the nation's most 

revered presidents. Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Roosevelt offer foundational insights to 

renew democratic vision, collaborative unity and engaged citizenship. Their leadership legacies 

point the way out of gathering darkness. 

This timely book presents the architects of American promise prescribing strong medicine to 

cure current ills. Their prescription summons citizens to rediscover dignity, reason and moral 

purpose in service of democratic renewal. By championing timeless ideals the Rushmore 

presidents exemplified, Americans can write a proud new chapter. 

The Rushmore Strategy's central mission is reviving the lost spirit of 1776 - the enlightened 

quest for collaborative self-governance securing life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  

Its purpose is outlining practical steps to increase participation, bridge divisions and restore 

confidence using methods already woven into the national DNA by visionary founders. Crucial 

reforms rebalance liberty and responsibility while upgrading civics and character education. 

Can our cherished institutions be free, if we no longer trust their leaders? Freedom is not without 

a price – we, as citizens must recognized that protecting our rights also requires shouldering our 

responsibilities as citizens.  

The Rushmore Strategy taps immortal wisdom from past exemplars guiding nation and citizen 

alike toward more perfect union, rising from turmoil stronger and more united than before. The 

founders' urgency persists through the ages. Heeding their call, Americans can author a story of 

darkness defeated - light triumphing over despair. 

Now is the time for action. Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, and Roosevelt have stated the case 

for Saving American Democracy; they await our choice.  

Shall we preserve and protect our hard-earned liberties and freedoms with courage, compassion 

and creativity? Shall we be the orchestrators of an American renewal?  

Or will indifference and cynicism yield a death-destined collapse of the vision they carved into 

Rushmore, leaving the American experiment as history’s greatest human tragedy?  

The decision is ours alone. The Rushmore Strategy illuminates the path onward and upward! 
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